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the art of agile development pragmatic guide to agile - the art of agile development contains practical guidance for
anyone considering or applying agile development for building valuable software plenty of books describe what agile
development is or why it helps software projects succeed but very few combine information for developers managers testers
and customers into a single package that they can apply directly, william andrew publishing technical writing series
single - single sourcing is more than mechanical document conversion it is an information development strategy although it
is often confused with the process of converting paper based documents into online formats single sourcing is a writing
strategy that enables technical writers to develop centralized information modules then map them to distinct audiences and
media, agile software development wikipedia - agile software development is an approach to software development
under which requirements and solutions evolve through the collaborative effort of self organizing and cross functional teams
and their customer s end user s it advocates adaptive planning evolutionary development early delivery and continual
improvement and it encourages rapid and flexible response to change, virtual agc links page ibiblio - here you ll find a
collection of all the agc ags lvdc and gemini spacecraft computer documentation and software that i ve managed to find
whilst working on virtual agc, ghtf sg1 summary technical documentation sted for - the availability of such summary
technical documentation sted should help eliminate differences in documentation requirements between jurisdictions thus
decreasing the cost of establishing and documenting regulatory compliance and allowing patients earlier access to new
technologies and treatments, 252 227 7000 non estoppel under secretary of defense - together with corresponding
foreign patents and foreign applications for patents insofar as the contractor has the right to grant licenses thereunder
without incurring an obligation to pay royalties or other compensation to others solely on account of such grant,
stm32f769ni high performance and dsp with fpu arm - the stm32f765xx stm32f767xx stm32f768ax and stm32f769xx
devices are based on the high performance arm cortex m7 32 bit risc core operating at up to 216 mhz frequency the cortex
m7 core features a floating point unit fpu which supports arm double precision and single precision data processing
instructions and data types, android software development wikipedia - the android software development kit sdk includes
a comprehensive set of development tools these include a debugger libraries a handset emulator based on qemu
documentation sample code and tutorials currently supported development platforms include computers running linux any
modern desktop linux distribution mac os x 10 5 8 or later and windows 7 or later, oracle and sun microsystems strategic
acquisitions oracle - oracle acquired sun microsystems in 2010 and since that time oracle s hardware and software
engineers have worked side by side to build fully integrated systems and optimized solutions designed to achieve
performance levels that are unmatched in the industry early examples include the oracle exadata database machine x2 8
and the first oracle exalogic elastic cloud both introduced in late 2010, admissions and programs university of alberta continuing education pursue lifelong learning and professional development with over 300 extension courses 40
credentialed programs and many other career development programs tailored for working professionals
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